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Mr. ZHOU Yonglin is a senior engineer in the national CERT
(Computer Emergency Response Team) of China, CNCERT,
leading the department of administration and operation. He
has worked on cyber security area for more than 10 years.
He has been engaged in the research on information security for years and joined
several national projects on Internet security as a core member of technical team.
For the remarkable contribution and innovation of him, he was awarded the National
Top Award of Science and Technology Advancement. In 2004, he began to work in
the department of administration & operation, which is focusing on the public
network incident and threat monitoring, early warning and responding. He has
personally coordinated the response of many critical incidents happened in the
public network of China, the online system of government and the key information
infrastructure. In particularly, he instructed the response on 5.19 event that most
public DNS in China were down, as well as several serious attacks towards domain
systems which influencing great number of internet users. He also play very
important role with his team on the safeguarding of critical systems during important
period like the Beijing Olympic Games, the Shanghai EXPO 2010, etc.
He is well connected with governments, ISPs, ICPs, CIIP and cyber security companies.
By his great efforts, CNCERT has played a leading role of network security in China
from technical and operational aspects, reached comprehensive cooperation with
government, industry and private sectors. Currently, CNCERT has been authorized to
coordinate ISPs and domain registrars to watching the security of public IP networks
and domain systems of China, collect security information from all the industry and
give timely notes after analysis. CNCERT also initiative the China National
Vulnerability Database (CNVD) and Anti Network Virus Alliance (ANVA) by which the
IT industry of China reach a very effective self‐discipline campaign on cyber security.
Mr. ZHOU Yonglin has actively joined international communications and cooperation.
On behalf of CNCERT and ISC, he attended and spoke at many conferences of ICANN,
FIRST, APCERT, IGF, IETF and ITU. Be a senior consultant, he also attends a lot of
inter‐government meeting like APEC Tel, China‐Japan‐Korea cooperation,
China‐ASEAN cooperation, etc. He is now working as the coordinator of China‐USA
Dialogue on Cyber Security, which is launched by ISC, China and EastWest Institute,
USA, covering anti‐spam, youth protection, anti‐hacking and intellectual property.

